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X-ray photoemission spectra the core-levels as well as the
X-ray photoemission spectra and ultraviolet photoemission spectra
from the valence bands of the (Tl0.6Pb0. ․ )(Sr0.sBa0.3)Ca2Cu3O y

and (Bi1.75Pb0.35 )Sr1.9Ca2.05Cu3.05 O y superconductors were measured and
analyzed. Special attention was paid to the valence band X-ray photoe-
mission spectra and ultraviolet photoemission spectra, the Cu 2p core-level
X-ray photoemission spectra and the Cu L2,3 — M4,5 M4,5 and O K— L2,3 L2,3
Auger spectra. Both Cu 223 3 /2 and Cu 223 1 / 2 core-level lines consisted of
two spin-orbit split main lines accompanied with the two satellite lines. The
charge transfer energy Δ from the oxygen ligand to the copper 3d 9 states and
the hopping integral t were estimated from the energy separation between
the main line and the satellite line taking advantage of the local cluster model
calculations and their extension to high-temperature superconductors. The
Coulomb correlation on-site energy Udd of two electrons in the same copper
orbital and Upp of two electrons in the oxygen orbital as well as the cor-
relation energy Ucd of the 2p core hole - 3d electron interaction have been
estimated from the Auger electron spectra and the valence band spectra.
They are: Uda = 6.0 ± 0.5 eV, of Upp  10 ± 1 eV and of (lcd 8.0 ± 0.5 eV
nearly the same for both the Tl- and Bi-compounds. We conclude that these
compounds are the charge transfer strongly-correlated metals.

PACS numbers: 74.72.-h, 79.60.-i

1. Introduction

The presence of electron correlations in high-temperature superconductors
(HTS) is the one among others most important effect in these materials. Physical
properties like magnetism in strongly correlated systems, heavy fermion behav-
ior, giant magnetoresistance, etc. are governed by strong electron-electron interac-
tions. The one — electron Bloch-like theory is insufficient to describe their physical
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properties. Solids are many-electron systems and the electrons interact with each
other via the Coulomb and exchange interaction. To understand the nature of HTS
it is important to have knowledge of their correlated electronic states. Photoelec-
tron spectroscopy (PES) is one of the most important tool to probe these electronic
states. The basic problem with the interpretation of the d-electron photoemission
in HTS stems from the fact of large correlation effect among 3d electrons and the
hybridization of the metal d-electrons with the ligand p-electrons.

The theory of the electronic structure in the transition metal (TM) com-
pounds was developed in [1-5]. The basic electronic features of TM compounds
were described by the so-called Zaanen, Sawatzky and Allen phase diagram [2]
Udd/t versus Δ/t. Udd is the d—d on-site electron (hole) Coulomb correlation en-
ergy (Hubbard energy), Δ is the charge transfer energy for the excitation of an
electron from a ligand ion onto the d-hole state of metal ion, t is the hybridiza-
tion term between p and d states (effective hybridization term Ter), sometime
called the transfer integral, associated with the p—d Coulomb correlation energy
(Jcd between 2p core hole and 3d holes. This theory included the correlation and
hybridization effects.

One would normally expect the Udd to increase and the bare charge-transfer
Z1 to decrease for the TM compounds with higher atomic numbers. As estimated
from calculations [6] and electron-spectroscopy studies [7] the one-site Coulomb
correlation energy is known to be large for the late TM and their compounds.

The dominating ground states in the investigated samples are one-hole states
and the two-hole states are the minority. In the photoemission the local cluster
model calculations were thoroughly used [8-13]. The model assumes in copper
oxides the existence of separated (CuO6)10— cluster and it describes the copper
3d electrons hybridized to the oxygen 2p states. The ground states are assumed
as a linear combination of the d 9 and d10 L -1 configurations. The final states in
the copper 2p photoemission are the linear combination of 2p 5 3d9 and 2p5 3d1 0L- 1

configurations. From this approach one can elaborate the photoemission spectra
and estimate the Ucd, a, and t values. Especially, the satellite to main peak energy
distance EMS in the Cu 2p core-level X-ray photoemission spectra (XPS) was
expressed in [8-10, 14] as a function of the Ucd, .6, and L

Also the structure of the Cu L2,3—M4,5 M4,5 Auger line for copper com-
pounds may be analyzed according to the model presented in [8]. In the present
paper the quantitative estimates of the Udd as well as the Upp , which is the on-site
Coulomb correlation energy of two electrons (holes) in the oxygen orbital, were
made from the relevant Auger lines and the "copper" and "oxygen" parts of the
valence band.

For the high-temperature superconductors a lot of photoemission and Auger
electron spectroscopic studies have been reported up to now [15-27]. Among them
the most important resonant photoemission valence band spectra and the angle
resolved photoemission in the binding energy region close to the Fermi surface
have been carried out [14, 17-25].

It is already well-established that the high-temperature superconductivity
appears due to doping by holes like in YBa 2 Cu3 O7-δ or by electrons like in

Nd2-xCexCuO4-y. In the former system the charge neutrality requires the con-
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version of Cu 2+ to Cu3+ or the converting O- 2 (2p 6 ) to O -1 (2p5 ). It means
an appearance of holes L -1 in the oxygen 2p band (L-1 indicates an oxygen lig-
and hole state) yielding the formally trivalent copper Cu3+ instead of the real
Cu3+ (3d8 ) states. It was proved that the superconductivity is determined by the
formally trivalent copper Cu 3+ with the 3d9L -1 electronic states, usually called
formally trivalent copper because the extra electron missing with respect to diva-
lent copper Cu 2+ is taken from the oxygen 2p reservoir rather than from the Cu
3d reservoir [15-27].

The valence band (VB) states are a mixture of ligand (L) p-states and metal
d-states and thus can be written as d9L states. This valence band leads to two
final states after photoemission, namely d8L and d9L -1 . The first state corre-
sponds to the creation of a d8L state (e.g. Cu3+ 3d82p6 ) out of d9L state (e.g.
Cu2+ 3d9 2p6 in CuO) which requires a correlation energy Udd. The second final
state d9 L -1 (3d9 2p5 ) is produced by a p-ligand to d-metal charge transfer out of
the photoionized state d8L due to hybridization. It needs a charge transfer en-
ergy a. Thus two types of electronic excitations are possible in VB of transition
metal oxides. The first excitation of d-electron from TM ion and its transfer to
another distant transition metal ion which are governed by the energy Udd. The
second excitation is the transfer of a ligand electron onto a transition metal ion
described by the energy Δ. The relative magnitude of these two energies Udd/Δ de-
fines whether a compound is a Mott insulator (MI) (Udd < ZA) (or more generally,
a Mott compound) or a charge- transfer compound (CTC) (Udd > Z1).

In the present paper the XPS and ultraviolet photoemission spectra (UPS)
of the (T10.6Pb0. ․ )(Sr0.9Ba0.1)2Ca2Cu3Oy  and (Bi1.75Pb0.35)Sr1.9Ca2.05Cu3.05Oy
superconductors were measured and analyzed. Special attention was paid to the
valence band XPS/UPS, the Cu 2p core-level XPS and the Cu L2,3-M4,5M4,5 and
O K-L2,3 L2,3 Auger spectra to estimate the all energies and parameters charac-
terizing the electron correlation effects in a consistent way for the first time.

2. Experimental

Polycrystalline pellets of the (T1 0 . 6Pb0. ․ )(Sr0.9Ba0.1)2Ca2Cu3O y and
(Bi1.75Pb0.35)Sr1.9Ca2.05Cu3.05Oy superconductors were prepared by solid-state
reaction with the superconducting transition temperature T0 of 118 K and 103 K,
respectively, by a procedure described elsewhere [28-30].

We employed a system XPS/UPS (ultraviolet) Leybold LHS10 equipped
with the dual Al- and Mg-Kα X-ray sources with a typical resolution of 0.85 eV
and with the high intensity UV source with the energy resolution of about 50 meV.
As a test of contamination - free surface the inten8ity of carbon C is typical peak
at about 298 eV was used prior to experiment under the vacuum better than
10 -9 Torr. The C is signal due to carbonate impurities was negligible for all
samples. The spectrometer was calibrated using the Ag Fermi edge, the Ag 3d512
line and the Cu 43/ 2 white line to which the binding energies 0 eV, 368.3 eV, and
932.7 eV were assigned, respectively. The experiments were performed also at the
LN2 temperature for comparison and to avoid surface degradation. The cleanliness
of sample surface was ensured by in situ scraping with a diamond file.
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3. Results and their analysis

The full energy range spectra in room temperature are shown in Fig. 1 with
the indicated important photoemission lines.

Fig. 1. The full scan XPS (Al-Kα) of the (Bi1.75Pb0.35)Sri1.9Ca2.05Cu3.05Oy  (Bi-2223)
and (Tl0.6 Pb0.5)(Sr0.9Ba0.1 ) 2 Ca2 Cu3 O 1, (Tl-1223) superconductors with the important
lines indicated.

Figure 2 shows the Cu 2p3/2 and 223 1 / 2 XPS (Al-Kα , 1486.6 eV) core-level
spectra in room temperature. They exhibit the main lines M at 932.5 eV (J = 3/2)
and at 952.5 eV (J = 1/2), respectively.

In the Cu 2p core-level spectra the broad satellites S1 and S2 appear at the
941.9 eV and at 961.6 eV binding energy, respectively, in addition to the spin—orbit
split main lines M1 and M2 sometime with the additional structure. The satellites
are characteristic of other insulating cuprates [14, 32] with Cue+ ions with S = 1/2
spins. The satellite results from the multiplet splitting effects due to the interaction
between the 2p core hole and the 3d 9 electronic configuration in the final state
of the photoemission process [31, 32]. In the core Cu 2p spectrum the energy
difference between the main M1 and satellite S1 peak is about 1 eV larger than
in other insulating cuprates [14, 32] which means a larger charge transfer energy t
between 2p and 3d holes. It was established that the M line occurs for significant
different energy for different compounds while the satellite has roughly the same
binding energy in all compounds [14]. The final state configurations of the main
and satellite lines are labelled in Fig. 2.

Generally speaking, in the ground state the copper oxides with the Cue+
ions have one hole in the d-shell (3d9 configuration) and a filled ligand shell L.
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Fig. 2. The Cu 2p core-level spectra of the (Bi1.75 Pb0.35)Sr1.9Ca2.05Cu3.05Oy (Bi-2223)
and (T10.6Pb0.5)(Sr0.9Ba0.1)2Ca2Cu3 O, (Tl-1223) superconductors after subtraction of
the background, with the best fitted lines (solid lines) and with the final state configu-
rations as indicated.

The notation is 3d 9L and refers to the Cue+ ion and L represents the fully occu-
pied oxygen 2p shell (2p6 configuration). The photoexcitation in the Cu 2p shell
leads to two final states: one, where after creation of the 2p core hole the ground
state configuration 3d9 L is left roughly intact; another one, where one electron
is transferred from the ligand shell L into the d-shell due to relaxation process,
leading to a 3d 10 L-1 configuration. The latter configuration applies to the M line
and hence the binding energy is: EA,' = E(c—1d10L-1) = E(c-1 d10) + E(L-1 )
where c-1 indicates core hole in Cu 2p shell. By the same reasoning the S line
is described by energy ES = E(c -1d9L). Thus, the main line energy is different
because is influenced by a strong correlation with the ligand in the sense that
the production of a hole in the ligand valence band orbital depends on the ligand
ion. This is not the case for S line. In the ground state of TM compounds the
3d valence shell is usually in energy above the ligand valence orbitals. However,
the additional Coulomb interaction Ucd may pull it below the top of the ligand
valence band. This is the case in HTS. This is an unstable situation which does not
correspond to the ground state but to the satellite. It is then energetically possible
to transfer an electron from the ligand band into the empty 3d orbital and the
ion attains its ground state. In such a case the initial state configurations for Cu
are 3d9 L and 3d10L -1 with some mixing. These configurations correspond to two
states of which one is filled (mostly 3d 9L) and the other is empty (mostly 3d 10 L-1 )
in the initial state. These two states can be populated in the final state creating a
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main M line (mostly 3d10L -1 ) and a satellite S line (mostly 3d9 L). That is why
the fits were made with two lines as shown in Fig. 2 subtracting the background
according to the Tougaard procedure [33]. The combination of the Lorentzian and
Gauss line was fitted to the experimental data of the Cu 2p core level spectra.

Figure 3 shows the room and liquid nitrogen temperature XP and UP spectra
of the valence bands of both superconductors. The spectra are very similar for both
superconductors with exception that the Fermi edge EF for policrystalline material
is only observed for Bi-2223 specimen. The edge is a very good zero reference point
for calibration of energy scale in further analysis of the photoemission spectra. It
was already established that the O 2p states participate in VB mostly close to the
Fermi level whereas the Cu 3d states are contributing to the bottom of VB [14-19].
Therefore, the position of the leading 2p emission is at —2.7 eV below EF and of
the 3d emission is at —5.1 eV below EF as roughly estimated with two lines fitting
shown in Fig. 3. These energy values will be used to analyze the relevant Auger
lines together with the VB spectrum of Bi-2223 in the next paragraph.

Fig. 3. The X-ray photoemission (Mg-Kα ) and ultraviolet photoemission (He-I) spec-
tra. The Cu 3d and O 2p emissions together with the Fermi edge in Bi-2223 UPS spectra
are shown.
Fig. 4. Auger electron lines (a) of Cu: L3-M4,5 M4,5 and (b) of O: K-L2,3L2,3 with the
final state configurations for copper as indicated.

The Cu L2,3-M4,5M4,5 Auger lines of M4,5M4,5 and of O K-L2,3L2,3 in
room temperature are shown in Fig. 4. The Cu L2,3-M4,5M4,5 Auger line for
both superconductors consists of the main high-kinetic energy component (A) at
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EA = 919.2 eV and the second lower-kinetic energy component (B) at EB =
915.3 eV as estimated after fitting two lines to the measured spectrum and after
subtraction of the background according to the Tougaard procedure [33]. The line
A was attributed to the 3d 8L -1 final state configuration after the Auger process
starting from a 2p3/ 2 3d10L -1 intermediate state. The line B was assigned to the
3d7 final configuration from a 2p 3/ 23d9 intermediate state [8].

The energy positions of the XPS Cu 2p lines, of the Auger lines and of the
Cu 3d and O 2p emission form XPS valence bands as taken from the experimental
spectra and from the fitting procedures are collected in the Table.

3.1. Analysis of Auger lines together with the valence band

In order to estimate the Coulomb correlation strength Udd and Upp one can
use Auger electron lines of Cu L3-M4,5M4,5 at about 919 eV and of O K-L2,3L2,3
at about 515 eV shown in Fig. 4. The spectral features do not significantly change
for both superconductors indicating very similar Coulomb correlation energies,
Udd as well as Upp, in these compounds. In order to extract a quantitative esti-
mate of Udd, we have compared the Cu L2,3-M4,5M4,5 Auger spectrum with the
self-convoluted density of states (DOS) after aligning them to the respective Fermi
energies EF = 0. To do this we have followed the procedure presented in [34]. The
position of relevant Auger line was compared with the self-convoluted DOS of the
XP spectra of the valence band taking into account that the O 2p states participate
in VB mostly close to the Fermi level EF whereas the Cu 3d states are contributing
to the bottom of VB (see Fig. 3). The peak at —2.7 eV below EF is primarily due
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to the oxygen 2p emission and the peak at —5.1 eV below EF comes mainly from
the copper 3d emission [14-29]. The procedure is shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. The valence band Cu 3d and O 2p emissions along with the Cu: L3-M4,5M4,5
and of O K-L2,3 L2,3 Auger spectra with their respective Fermi energies aligned and the
Udd and Um, energies as indicated.

The energy difference between the valence band copper emission and the
high energy peak A in the Cu L2,3-M4,5M4,5 Auger spectrum provides us with
an estimate of Udd  5.9 ± 0.5 eV. The energy difference between the valence
band oxygen emission and the O K-L2,3L2,3 Auger line gives an estimate of
U" = 10.4 ± 1 eV. We can use here an additional relation Una = 1.4Udd which
is consistent with a large body of experimental results. From this we have (Jcd =
8.3 ± 0.5 eV. Finally, we can compare the relevant copper/oxygen VB emission
with oxygen/copper Auger line, respectively. This procedure gives an estimate
Ucd = Uric = 8.3 ± 1 eV which is the same as the previous one. The error is due to
the accuracy of the alignment of the relevant Auger lines to the Fermi energy.

Also the structure of the Cu L2,3-M4,5M4,5 Auger line for copper compounds
may be analyzed according to the model presented in [8]. The main peak A is due
to a correlated two-hole final state and the shoulder B is due to transitions into
the uncorrelated two-hole final state. The line A was attributed to the 3d8L -1

final state configuration after the Auger process starting from a 2p 3 / 2 3d 1 0L-1

intermediate state. The line B was assigned to the 3d7 final configuration from a
2p3/ 23d9 intermediate state [8]. It was calculated [8] that

EA — EB = 2 Udd — UCd 	 (1)
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and this relation was used in the estimation of Um. Having the value of Udd one
can calculate the value of Um taking into account the above relation and the
experimental value of EA — EB = 4.0 eV ± 0.3 eV (c.f. the Table and Fig. 4).
Hence Ucd = 7.9 ± 0.5 eV.

The estimations of Udd, Upp, and Ucd are in agreement with the estimates of
the same quantities of other copper oxide superconductors and strongly correlated
copper compounds [14, 32].

3.2. Analysis of charge transfer satellites

As it was said the two possible VB excitations are possible. The first d—d
excitation needs the energy Udd = E(dn + 1 ) E(dn-1) — 2E(dn ). The second
excitation from p-ligand ion (configuration L) onto the do configuration of a metal
ion needs the energy 6 = E(dn + 1 ) -+ E(L -1 ) — E(dn ) — E(L). Creation of a core
hole shifts the dn+ 1 L -1 but not dn L configuration down by an amount Um so that
the difference between the satellite line and the main line is DENS = (Ucd — Z1)
depending on the relative magnitude of Ucd and 6. If one takes into consideration
the hybridization effect between the metal ions and the ligand ions a more general
description which is applicable to any do configuration was elaborated in [8-10].
From this approach one can elaborate the photoemission spectra. Especially, the
satellite to the main peak energy distance in the Cu 2p core-level XP spectra is
expressed as [81

where the mixing matrix element between the two initial states a = E(3d10L-1) —

E(3d9 ) is given by Tm, = (3d9│H│3d10L-1) - t.
For the analysis of the experimental satellite data according to the above

formulae one needs other quantitative estimates of two quantities out of 6, Ucd,
and t. Now we can use the value of Ucd = 8.3 eV which has been just esti-
mated in the previous paragraph. In addition according to the previous paragraph

ΔEA-B- 2Udd—Ucd =4.5 ± 0.5 eV from the Auger spectra just analyzed above.
Hence, taking the value of Udd = 5.9 ± 0.5 eV from the previous paragraph we
have for Um = 7.9 ± 0.5 eV as an additional estimate. The relative size of 6
and Ucd determines whether in a TM compound with configuration dn L in the
initial state after photoionization the same dn L configuration is the lowest final
state or whether the dn + 1 L -1 configuration is the final state. This model forms
the basis for analysis photoemission data. Hence, taking into account the above
formulae one can estimate the values of t assuming that 6 is about 1.5 eV which
is again consistent with a large number of experimental results and theoretical
calculations [14-34]. Thus a complete set of parameters is

for 6 = 1.5 eV. From these values the investigated superconductors must be
classified as the charge transfer strongly-correlated hole-type metals according to
Zaanen—Sawatzky—Allen (ZSA) phase diagram [2]. An additional argument for the
charge transfer behavior of these compounds is the majority contribution from the
oxygen 2p emission to the top of valence band (c.f. Fig. 3).
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4. Summary and conclusions

1. Our XPS, UPS, and Auger spectra of (T10.6Pb0. ․ )(Sr0.9Ba0.1)2Ca2Cu3Oy
and (Bi1.75Pb0.35)Sr1.9Ca2.05Cu3.05Oy  superconductors were assigned to the
photoemission electronic final state configurations according to the standard
approach for copper compound and the great number of spectroscopic results
collected up to now. We have observed the Fermi edge in the valence band
of the bismuth superconductor which was a very good reference energy for
analysis of the recorded spectra.

2. From the energy difference between the Cu valence band emission and the
high energy peak A of the Cu L2,3-M4,5M4,5 Auger spectrum the on-site
d— d Coulomb correlation energy was estimated to be Udd = 5.9 ± 0.5 eV.
The energy difference between the oxygen valence band emission and the
O K-L2,3L2,3 Auger line gives an estimate of the on-site p—p Coulomb cor-
relation energy UPP = 10.4 ± 1 eV. From the energy separation between the
two components of the Cu L2,3-M4,5M4,5 Auger line the 2p core hole — 3d
hole correlation energy was calculated to be Ucd = 7.9 ± 0.5 eV.

3. The hoping integral t = 1.3 ± 0.5 eV was extracted from the satellite to the
main peak energy distance in the Cu 2p core-level XP spectra and assuming
the charge transfer energy to be Δ = 1.5 eV.

4. These correlation energies and the relative magnitude of Udd > ZA define that
both superconductors are the charge transfer strongly-correlated hole-type
metals according to the phase diagram Udd/t versus ZAP [2].
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